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 When James Hogg released The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified 

Sinner in 1824, his audiences were likely shocked by the novel’s criminal anti-hero, its 

negative portrayal of religion, and especially its unorthodox narrative structure. Mostly, 

they wouldn’t have liked it because Hogg was trying something new. As the form of 

novels has progressed into the modern century, we’ve come to praise uniqueness and 

innovation with each bestseller that hits the shelves. A modern perspective on Romantic 

literature and a general familiarity with the late 18th century’s Gothic movement shows 

that Hogg’s novel is a masterpiece, only disagreeable by the stubborn critics. Based 

upon my experience reading the text, using my understanding of the characteristics of 

Gothic novels as a lens, I’ll focus on the components of the novel which endorse its 

worth in the canon of Romantic literature.  

Romantic writers who discovered an unexplainable fascination in the macabre, 

the mysterious, the other-worldly, and the generally unexplainable harnessed the 

inspiration of the late 18th century medieval revival as a catalyst to create their stories. 

The Gothic movement was a time when nightmarish plots of unexplainable 

phenomenon were realized on paper and were complimented by ominous environments 

that aimed to make the reader anxious and uncomfortable. Intentionally making a 
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reader feel uncomfortable was one of Gothic literature’s many criticisms; why on earth 

would an author deliberately evoke tension in the reader? It seems illogical to make 

your reader feel anything other than true leisurely captivation, but there’s no room for 

the logical in Gothic literature – only the abnormal. General audiences were thrilled by 

this tactic and submitted themselves entirely to the mercy of the author’s story, taking 

each twist and turn with a mixture of giddiness and reserved dread. The negative 

criticisms of Gothic novels and their intentions are close to those of modern horror films 

and novels. While they might be vastly popular among general audiences, a majority 

are met with tiresome criticisms of lacking originality, structure, and merit. However, in 

capable hands – say, Stephen King or Hitchcock – horror transforms from a gimmicky 

house of mirrors into a masterpiece of terrifying artistic beauty.  

Contemporary critics would have misguidedly discredited the unfamiliar format of 

Hogg’s novel as bad writing that lacked the sophistication of other forms of literature. 

These critics thought that horror novels relied upon cheap tricks and shock-value to 

entertain the audience. The complexity of Hogg’s narrative is that it provides two points 

of view into the mind of a madman.  For me, the terror first began in the first part of the 

novel where I felt right next to George as his brother followed him like an omen. The 

anxiety – which dares but also tempts you to turn each page – in Confessions of a 

Justified Sinner is capitulated by a number of means, namely by the connection the 

reader develops with George Colwan before his mysterious demise. 

George and Robert are separated before they were ever born. George is raised 

by his biological father, the Laird of Dalcastle – a man who enjoys secular activities 

such as drinking and dancing. Robert, whose birth is supposedly illegitimate, is fathered 
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by the uptight, radical Calvinist, Reverend Wringhim. While George grows into a typical 

young man who enjoys socializing with his friends and playing tennis, Robert becomes 

the product of religious extremism. Dressed entirely in black, he believes that he is one 

of God’s elect – predestined for heaven – and develops a self-righteous spirit, thusly 

making him spiritually bulletproof. When these two men meet for the first time, it’s 

obvious that something other than religious indifference divides them – Robert seems to 

be on a mission to destroy George. He has the remarkable, near-inhuman ability to 

follow his brother everywhere he goes, yet the audience is just as clueless to Robert’s 

intentions as George is. George becomes so terrified of Robert that his presence 

“[became] like the attendance of a demon on some devoted being that had sold himself 

to destruction” (33). The psychological torture of Robert’s passively threatening moves 

eventually drives George into the shelter in his father’s house.  

This apprehensive perplexity that dominates the first act of Confessions of a 

Justified Sinner evokes a level of suspense seen in another developing genre – mystery 

fiction. Shortly after a strange encounter upon Arthur’s Seat, George is found dead, 

stabbed in the back in the aftermath of a party. We’re given suspects, motives, and a 

time-frame; with all the pieces in place, Hogg sets us up for what we assume has turned 

into a murder-mystery. The narrative brilliantly abandons George for a few hours and he 

suddenly turns up dead, Robert evades custody by seemingly disappearing into thin air, 

and Hogg sets the mysterious tone for the rest of the novel. From here, I felt completely 

vulnerable to whatever Hogg had in store. Little did I know, there was something far 

more sinister than a motive behind the treacherous murder.  
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The narration of Confessions of a Justified Sinner takes a drastic shift to focus on 

Robert’s delusional perspective. This twist gives a deep look into the mind of a murderer 

– the justified sinner who feels no remorse for living a degenerate lifestyle where 

nothing will blemish his salvation. It’s the classic serial killer story, where an individual 

feels that he is a supreme being among mortals. His conceited nature breeds several 

undesirable characteristics, such as jealously and arrogance. In his empowered state, 

Robert is ignorant of the threatening presence of a mysterious being from another plane 

of existence.   

Hogg soon reveals that the figure George saw in the mist atop Arthur’s Seat was 

likely Robert’s supernatural companion and evil doppelgänger, Gil-Martin. In Hogg’s 

novel, Gil-Martin is the perfect representation of a charismatic Gothic character with 

heinous intentions. Much like Hogg’s relation to his audience, Gil-Martin is thrilled by the 

idea of using Robert Wringham to commit horrible deeds. He takes control over Robert 

like a puppet master pulling the strings of a marionette. It’s difficult to determine who or 

what Gil-Martin is exactly – the devil, a demon, a figment of Robert’s imagination – but 

he is for certain, as all good Gothic novels require, the monster of the novel. His arrival 

sparks a series of strange happenings in the city of Edinburgh, just as Victor 

Frankenstein’s monster wrought havoc across Geneva in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 

The text is littered with clues that Gil-Martin is actually the devil himself in disguise. He 

reads what he calls “my Bible” (Hogg, 103) written in an indiscernible language to 

Robert. Gil-Martin says that he has no parents “save one, whom I do not acknowledge” 

(Hogg, 107), which is surely an allusion to God. In addition, he admits to targeting only 

Christians in Europe; Satan, being the enemy come to steal, kill, and destroy, would 
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certainly target the frail, delusional mind of someone like Robert. After all, Robert asks 

him if he’s the Czar of Russia, which obviously casts him either extremely foolish or 

hopelessly insane. Despite the evidence, there’s also a great likelihood that Gil-Martin is 

a figment of Robert’s diseased mind. There was no development in psychoanalytics 

during this period, but Hogg seems to believe in affliction of the mind, such as multiple 

personality disorder, schizophrenia, and more. In the end, Robert wanders the 

countryside until finally committing suicide. As we discussed in class, Gil-Martin’s name 

comes from a fox of the same name in Gaelic folklore with the ability to shape-shift. The 

use of a folklore character suggests another connection to Gothic literature; Romantic 

writers wrote about the past – specifically the medieval ages – as if it were another 

realm, full of the eerie and ancient secrets. Religion, and all its unending mysteries, also 

fosters a supernatural element to the novel as well as Hogg’s stance against the 

sectarian violence in Edinburgh at the beginning of the 18th century.  

It goes without saying that The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified 

Sinner is a thrilling, entertaining story, but can it really be seen on the same plateau of 

genius as Romantics such as Byron, Shelley, and Keats? The substance of Hogg’s 

novel is rooted in the deep religious scuffle between the Jacobites and Whigs, 

especially in instances like the street brawl outside of The Black Bull Tavern. The main 

focus here is on Robert’s notion of superiority based upon his divinity, which is 

applicable to any society with dichotomous religious beliefs. Because God has already 

permitted him entrance to heaven – as per Calvinist beliefs – Robert feels no remorse 

for his actions, even murder. Surprisingly though, for a man destined for heaven, Robert 

isn’t a very joyous individual. After killing his brother, Robert saunters across the 
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Scottish countryside but can find no rest. He takes his life in a final attempt to quell Gil-

Martin’s domination over his life. Still, we don’t sympathize with Robert. He’s completely 

devoid of any Christian sentiment, possessed by the idea that he should only “pray for 

the elect, and . . . doom all that were aliens from God to destruction” (Hogg, 17).  Even if 

Gil-Martin was a figment of his imagination – a sort of substantial realization of his 

religious intolerance – Robert is still possessed by a spirit of bigoted self-righteousness. 

George, certainly the victim here, grew up without an overbearing influence of religion 

and found happiness in the world and its inhabitants. He may have not been very 

religious, but he was certainly spiritual. He searches for solitude in St. Anthony’s garden 

and makes the journey to Arthur’s Seat. He doesn’t have an understanding or really a 

belief of the supernatural, seeing a halo emerge in the sky, but understanding it as a 

natural phenomenon of science, not God. Could Hogg be suggesting that a man lacking 

religious guidance is better suited than one who is an extremist? This societal 

perception not only adds a relevant historical dynamic to the story, but also expresses 

Hogg’s rhetoric for social change in the same manner that his story served to add 

variety to the novel genre. 

A great deal of contemporary critics didn’t see any worth in Gothic literature, 

thinking that they bred a second-rate form of literature. Hogg’s accidental or purposeful 

rejection of the critical norms of novels set The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a 

Justified Sinner alongside Romantic poets who intentionally swayed as far as possible 

from whatever they deemed a restriction of artistic expression. The Gothic writers 

sought to invigorate the novel genre by adding a new medium – gripping, atmospheric 

horror stories. Dark corridors, things that go bump in the night, and awful terrors you 
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could never imagine enduring all excited the fans of this medium of literature. James 

Hogg turns the direction of novel from a prosaic, selective genre and back to the 

general public. He ultimately concludes the novel with a heap of mysteries and leaves 

the outcome entirely up to the reader. Hogg took a creative risk with his novel, blending 

the Gothic with unconventional terms of story-telling to open the avenue for lucid, 

innovative forms of literature that was are as intellectually stimulating as they are 

entertaining.  

  


